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Congratulations on purchasing your very own UVI chair, which will make sure you are sitting correctly
and comfortably. Below you will find the guide for correct assembly and proper usage. For proper
assembly of the chair, please follow the instructions carefully.
The following assembly guides apply to the following models:
UVI Chair SIMPLE

Contents of the package

1. wheels
2. chair legs
3. back rest
4. gas lift
5. gas lift cover
6. gas lift control mechanism
7. bottom rest
8. arm rests
9. not pictured: screws, tool and hole cover
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Screws – specification

A. screw key
B. bolt M6 x25 (longer)
C. bolt M6 x20 (shorter)
D. cover plastic for holes
E. cover plastic for holes
F. cover plastic for holes

Chair assembly guide
Estimated time to assemble this chair is about 20 minutes. You can do it on your own, but we advise
you to get some help to make things easier.
To avoid unnecessary problems, please read the whole guide before assembling.
All the tools and screws are supplied. Only use the screws that are in the package!
After completing the assembly, we recommend you to wipe the chair with a damp cloth. If you notice
stains left from the manufacturing process, you may want to use a leather cleaning product, which
must be applied to a cleaning cloth and not directly to the chair
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Step by step assembly
STEP 1
Insert wheels (1) into the chair legs (2). For easier insertion wiggle the wheels left and right until they
slide in the hole. Do NOT hit the wheels!

STEP 2
Insert the gas lift (4) into the chair legs (2) and cover the gas spring with the cover (5).
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STEP 3
Attach the gas lift control mechanism (6) to the bottom plate (7). On the control mechanism, you will
find the word FRONT and an arrow pointing forward. Turn the mechanism, so that the FRONT sign is
facing the front part of the chair. Use the shorter screws M6x20mm (Shorter, C). Please, apply
reasonable strength.

FRONT

STEP 4
Place the bottom plate (7) on the gas spring (4). Please make sure that it fits together nicely.
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STEP 5
For easier instalation of arm rest first screw only 2/3 and when you you got all four bolts in place,
screw them to the end. Attach arm rest (8) on the chair, first screw two bolt M6 x25 (longer) on the
bottom rest (7) on one side and repet on the other side. Place back rest (3) between both arm rests
(advise, get someone to hold your back rest) and screw remaining bolts, use M6 x25 (longer).

STEP 6
Place cover plastics (D, E and F).
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Congratulations, you have successfully assembled your own UVI chair. In case you need any
additional information, please can contact us via email info@uvichair.com or this mobile number 00
386 70 388 288. We will be happy to help you.

Usage instructions
All UVI chairs have the original memory foam which will adapt to your body after the first few hours of
usage. Because of this, sitting can be a bit uncomfortable at the beginning.
All our chairs are made to carry the maximum allowed weight. If you use the chair improperly, damage
to it or to you may occur. Jumping, hanging and similar activities are, of course, not advised.
You can adjust the height and tilt of your UVI chair.
-

Adjust the height by using the handle under the seat (on the right side). If you want your chair
to go higher, please get off of the chair, and if you want to lower the position, simply sit on it.

-

Under the seat is the round button which controls the tilt of the chair. You can turn it left or
right to get the desired tilt. If you do not want your chair to tilt, please push the handle (for
height control) to the left or right. This will disable the tilt function of the chair.

Important!
Never seat at the end of the chair! Try to sit as straight at the middle of the chair as possible with
your shoulder blades touching the back of the chair. We highly advise the use of the head pillow. The
lower pillow might not feel right to all users. In case you cannot get used to it, we advise you to
remove it as it may cause you to lose focus while gaming/working.
Warning!
Don’t seat at the end of the chair as it may tip over if you do so. Sit in the natural posture. We also
highly recommend you NOT TO cross your legs when sitting.
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